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NEW QUESTION: 1
A local manufacturer that serves about 1000 retail stores is experiencing a slow yet steady
decrease of its customer base over the last couple of years. Attributing the situation to
increased competition, management has hired a team of sales representatives to attract new
clients and promote the manufacturer's products. However, after four months there is still no
progress. Management has engaged a business analyst (BA) to investigate this issue.
What should the BA do first?
A. Review historic sales and related data to understand what is happening to the customer
base
B. Identify appropriate training providers and send out a request for proposal
C. Perform market research to identify on which competitive advantages the sales team should
focus
D. Create a training program to close potential skill gaps for the sales team
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
The following data exists in the PRODUCTS table: PROD_ID PROD_LIST_PRICE
123456 152525.99
You issue the following query:
SQL> SELECT RPAD(( ROUND(prod_list_price)), 10,'*')
FROM products
WHERE prod_id = 123456;
What would be the outcome?
A. 152526****
B. 152525**
C. **152525.99
D. an error message
Answer: A
Explanation:
The LPAD(string, length after padding, padding string) and RPAD(string, length after padding,
padding string) functions add a padding string of characters to the left or right of a string until it
reaches the specified length after padding.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Business process reengineering is most likely to:
A. Apply a continuous improvement model.
B. Be applied within individual departments.
C. Improve existing procedures.
D. Implement modern information systems technology to eliminate some controls.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reengineering and TQM techniques eliminate many traditional controls. They exploit modern
technology to improve productivity and decrease the number of clerical workers. Thus,
controls should be automated and self-correcting and require minimal human intervention.
Moreover, auditors must be prepared to encounter and use) new technologies.
The emphasis therefore shifts to monitoring so management can determine when an
operation may be out of control and corrective action is needed.

NEW QUESTION: 4
You plan to install a VPN-1 Pro Gateway for VPN-1 NGX at your company's headquarters. You
have a single Sun SPARC Solaris 9 machine for VPN-1 Pro enterprise implementation. You need
this machine to inspect traffic and keep configuration files. Which Check Point software
package do you install?
A. VPN-1 Pro Gateway
B. Policy Server and primary Smart Center Server
C. Cluster XL and Smart Center Server
D. Smart Center Server
E. VPN-1 Pro Gateway and primary Smart Center Server
Answer: E
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